Repetition of audiogenic seizures in genetically epilepsy-prone rats induces cortical epileptiform activity and additional seizure behaviors.
Repetition of seizures appears to increase severity in a number of seizure models, but the nature of these severity increases has not been elucidated in naturally occurring genetic epilepsy models. The genetically epilepsy-prone rat (GEPR) is highly susceptible to many seizure provoking stimuli, and high intensity acoustic stimuli induce audiogenic seizures (AGS). The role of forebrain structures in AGS in the GEPR has not been clear, and the presence of cortical epileptiform EEG activity in the GEPR is controversial. The present study examined the effects of 21 daily AGS repetitions on behavior and EEG activity recorded from the cortex of two GEPR substrains that exhibit moderate (GEPR-3) or severe AGS (GEPR-9). The results indicated that AGS repetition induced seizure severity increases in both GEPR substrains and resulted in prominent cortical epileptiform EEG activity. The AGS behavioral patterns remained distinctly different in the two substrains throughout seizure repetition. In each substrain a different additional behavioral phase was expressed; the GEPR-9 exhibited post-tonic clonus, and the GEPR-3 exhibited facial and forelimb clonus. These findings indicate that seizure repetition results in expansion of the neuronal network subserving AGS to involve forebrain structures. The medial geniculate body and amygdala appear to be part of this expanded network, and long-term potentiation, which was reported in the pathway between the latter brain structures, may be involved. These data suggest that recruitment of forebrain structures into the AGS neuronal network appears to be essential for production of the additional ictal behaviors evoked by AGS repetition.